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Director’s Message:
NCI Grants Awarded to IHV to Prevent Cancer
and Improve Screening in Sub-Saharan Africa
Institute of Human Virology (IHV) researchers at the University of Maryland School of
Medicine (UMSOM) recently received two five-year awards from the National Institutes
of Health’s National Cancer Institute (NCI) for a total of $7.5 million. One award aims
to reduce the incidence of lung cancer and other cancers associated with using
tobacco in Botswana. The other is focusing on improving screening and treatment
of anal precancer in Nigeria. Both grants will make use of existing HIV treatment and
prevention infrastructure in low- and middle-income countries to reach people living
with HIV who are most at risk for these particular types of cancers.
“With the cancer burden rising in persons living with HIV in Sub-Saharan
Africa and most cancer research heavily skewed toward high-income
countries, advancing global cancer research designed to focus on prevention
and treatment in these regions is crucial. These studies will contribute to
cancer control globally for persons living longer with HIV,” said Robert C.
Gallo, MD, the Homer & Martha Gudelsky Distinguished Professor in Medicine,
Co-Founder and Director of the UMSOM’s IHV, and Co-Founder and Chair of the
Scientific Leadership Board of the Global Virus Network (GVN).

Botswana Lung Cancer Study
The Botswana Smoking Abstinence Reinforcement Trial, named BSMART, will screen
patients for smoking across the network of HIV treatment
facilities; it will offer a brief intervention using the “5 A’s:
Ask, Advise, Assess, Assist, and Arrange” for treatment with
medication to help patients quit smoking. Quitting smoking is
the most effective way to prevent cancers that can accompany
tobacco use.
“Smokers with HIV are at a substantially elevated risk of
several tobacco-related cancers,” said Principal Investigator
of the BSMART study Man Charurat, PhD, MHS, Professor
Man Charurat, PhD
of Medicine, Director of the Center for International Health,
Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb) at UMSOM’s IHV, and Division Director for Global
Health Sciences at UMSOM’s Department of Epidemiology and Public Health. “The
continued on page 2

In September,
President
Biden said on
“60 Minutes”
that “the
pandemic is
over,” and
Dr. Leana
Wen, former
Robert C. Gallo, MD
Baltimore
health commissioner, followed
with an op-ed in The Washington
Post agreeing with this statement.
I, joined by my colleagues at the
Institute of Human Virology
(IHV) and from around the world
in the Global Virus Network
(GVN), respectfully disagree. Both
the President and Dr. Wen have
done a heroic job in combatting
the COVID-19 pandemic, but
we cannot standby as members
the IHV, and in particular the
broad global network of GVN, a
coalition of the world’s leading
medical virology research centers
working together to prevent illness
and death from all human viral
disease, agree that the pandemic
is not over, and may be far from
over. Europe, particularly the
U.K., Belgium, Denmark, France,
continued on page 3
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BSMART study will use implementation science to enact a
comprehensive public health strategy incorporated into a
real-world care system, in which patients before now have
been frustratingly left behind.”

“The TRUST Clinic is a ’safe’ place for us to reach these
most vulnerable individuals, where we hope to identify
and treat damage from HPV early to prevent progression
to anal cancer.”

Botswana has the highest prevalence of HIV and tobacco
use in Sub-Saharan Africa. Lung cancer is the most common
cancer not caused by AIDS among people living with HIV
and accounts for 20% of the cancer burden. The BSMART
study in Botswana will be poised to assist the Government of
Botswana’s national goals in smoking cessation for its citizens.

The sexual and gender minorities living with HIV bear the
greatest burden of anal cancer with an 80-fold higher risk
compared to the general population. Despite the high
prevalence of HIV in the Sub-Saharan African region, anal
cancer screening and treatment is unavailable. Thus, the
IMPACT study will provide care to people living with HIV who
face the highest risk of anal cancer in Nigeria.

Nigeria Anal Cancer Study
The IMPACT study, short for Integrated Model for the
Prevention of Anal Cancer using screen and Treat for HSIL
(high-grade intraepithelial lesions, also known as precancer),
will screen and treat precancer to prevent anal cancer in
sexual and gender minorities, including men who have sex
with other men and people who are transgender. The study
will be performed at the TRUST Clinic in Nigeria, which was
established by IHV in 2012.
Human papillomavirus (HPV), the virus that causes anal
cancer, is spread through anal sex. Because people with
HIV can have suppressed immune systems, those who also
have HPV can experience persistent, higher risk infections
that are more likely to develop into precancer with potential
progression to cancer. Following the success of cervical cancer
prevention strategies, health care providers recently learned
that they could treat precancer to prevent anal cancer. The
IMPACT study aims to transfer knowledge immediately from
research to practice in a low-to-middle income setting.
“Since it is very difficult to identify as a man who has
sex with other men in Nigeria
because of the fear of being
imprisoned and being ostracized
by the community, HPV-associated
disease is typically extensive
before it is identified,” said IMPACT
study Principal Investigator Rebecca
Nowak, PhD, Assistant Professor
of Epidemiology and Public Health
at UMSOM’s IHV in the Division of
Rebecca Nowak, PhD
Epidemiology and Prevention.
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“To help address the cancer challenges across SubSaharan African countries, Ciheb aims to accelerate
integrating evidence-based cancer control interventions
that bring together prevention, early detection and
diagnosis, and treatment, all while strengthening
research capacity and infrastructure in these regions,”
said Dr. Charurat.
Mark T. Gladwin, MD, Vice President
for Medical Affairs at University of
Maryland, Baltimore and the John Z.
and Akiko K. Bowers Distinguished
Professor and Dean of UMSOM, said,
“Sub-Saharan African countries
face a double burden of disease.
Cancer rates have been rising
rapidly alongside continued
morbidity and mortality from
Mark T. Gladwin, MD
infectious diseases, like HIV. It
is estimated that 75% of all cancer deaths will occur in
lower to middle income countries by 2030. Hence, studies
like BSMART and IMPACT, which are designed to bring
evidence-based interventions, are urgent.”
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Director’s Message (continued)
and Italy for example, is experiencing another wave of
hospitalizations and deaths. The U.S. will likely follow
these patterns as it has in the past.
In just this past month, the U.S. had more than 1,711,300
cases of COVID-19 and over 12,600 deaths. These
12,600 deaths are over ten times greater than the deaths
from influenza, HIV, and monkeypox combined (less
than 900 total per month in the U.S.), and we wouldn’t
say that those U.S. epidemics are over. Further, as the
GVN Science of Long COVID meeting showed us this
past summer, we are still learning the grave effects of
long-COVID. The reality is, we don’t know when it will
be over, particularly given that new variants continue to

www.ihv.org 			

emerge. We need to stay vigilant, follow the science, and
connect with virus experts from around the world to make
informed global public health decisions. The IHV and the
GVN welcomes help in this regard. The GVN is comprised
of 68 Centers of Excellence in Virology and 11 Affiliates in
39 countries worldwide and emphasizes the need for open
communications, shared science, and collaborations to
advance public health, especially in a pandemic.
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Aided by GVN and IHV, Kerala, India Celebrates
Major Milestones to Advance Virus Research
During a conference attended by thousands,
Dr. Gallo’s Malayalam Language Edition of
“Virus Hunting” was released.
Thousands of students listened to Dr. Robert Gallo’s virtual
lecture, “General Reflections on Pandemics and the Importance
of the Global Virus Network (GVN),” presented Saturday, August
27, 2022, during Trivandrum Medical College’s Platinum
Jubilee celebration at Kerala University of Health Sciences,
State of Kerala, India. Dr. Gallo, who is The Homer & Martha
Gudelsky Distinguished Professor in Medicine, Co-Founder
and Director of the Institute of Human Virology (IHV) at the
University of Maryland School of Medicine (UMSOM) and
Co-Founder and Chair of the Scientific Leadership Board of
GVN, couldn’t attend the conference in-person as planned
since he was recovering from COVID-19 and other unexpected
commitments arose. As such, Dr. Gallo recruited Anders
Vahlne, MD, PhD, Professor Emeritus in clinical virology of
the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden and member
of GVN’s Board of Directors to present an in-person lecture,
“Present Status of Monkeypox and Future Challenges.” Dr.
Vahlne also serves as the Director for the Karolinska Institute’s
GVN Center of Excellence and is the Co-Chair of the GVN’s
Taskforce on Long COVID-19. Kerala University and the
Karolinska Institute share a fellowship history whereby Indian
postdocs traveled to Karolinska to train under their Swedish
colleagues.
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“I am so pleased I could come and reignite our relationship
with Kerala University,” said Dr. Vahlne. “I recall with a
smile, our Swedish researchers being very impressed with
the students from Kerala, saying the Swedes had much
they too could learn from their Indian counterparts. It
will be my pleasure to resurrect fellowship opportunities
between these two universities, and to other GVN Centers of
Excellence and Affiliates, to advance training in global viral
threats.”

Cover and back cover of the Malayalam language edition of “Virus Hunting”
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Virus Hunting: Malayalam Language Edition
During the convention, Kerala
State’s Honorable Chief Minister
Shri. Pinarayi Vijayan announced the
release of the Malayalam translated
edition of Dr. Gallo’s book, Virus
Hunting: AIDS, Cancer, & The Human
Retrovirus: A Story Of Scientific
Discovery. Virus Hunting, which
has been translated in dozens of
languages, was written in the period
of 1988-89 and is a story about
viruses that relates to Dr. Gallo’s own
personal career. Though drafted more than thirty years ago, Dr.
Gallo believes that what is written remains true and perhaps will
also be useful in thinking about the challenges of the current
COVID-19 pandemic as many old lessons from virology of the
past continue to be applicable.
In Dr. Gallo’s absence, Ms. Nora Samaranayake, Chief
Communications and Public Affairs Officer at the IHV at UMSOM
and GVN Senior Advisor on Public Relations, assisted with
the book’s launch during the conference. Virus Hunting was
translated by Mr. K. Kunhikrishnan, former Director of India’s
Public Sector Television Network, and edited by V. Raman Kutty,
MD, MPH and Smt. Indira Panicker as the idea and initiative was
catalyzed by Madhavan V. Pillai, MD, Senior Advisor to the GVN.
Prof. V. Karthikeyan Nair, former Director of the Kerala Institute
of Language, and Mr. Shibu Sridhar, Assistant Director of the
Institute, purchased the rights from the publishers to translate
the book to Malayalam.
Dr. Kunhikrishnan said, “I had translated into Malayalam the
famous book, Virus Hunting, an autobiographical writing
full of virology, with the zest in which the author, Dr. Robert
Gallo, who co-discovered HIV as the cause of AIDS, had
written the book. It took me two years to complete the
project as the book was full of medical terms, and I hope the
translation will be received well by those interested in the
subject.”
The translated edition will be available to all students at
Kerala University.

(L to R) Dr. Mony Pillai, his wife Miny, Nora Samaranayake, and Dr. Anders Vahlne

my colleagues interacted with, as well as others that have
formed a lot of the basis of modern human virology.”

Institute of Advanced Virology, Trivandrum,
Kerala, India
During Dr. Gallo’s 2014 visit to Kerala, he discussed with
officials the need to forge public-private partnerships in India
and strengthen India’s medical virology programs. Dr. Pillai,
aided by M.G. Sarangadharan, PhD, (a longtime colleague of
Dr. Gallo), is the catalyst for much of Dr. Gallo’s Indian relations
and was instrumental in proposing and establishing the Indian
unit of GVN in Kerala as a Government sector undertaking. The
idea was fully endorsed by Chief Minister Mr. Pinarayi Vijayan,
even before the outbreak of Nipah and later COVID in Kerala,
a farsighted initiative 6 years after the co-founding of the
GVN in 2011. Since then, in 2019 the Government of Kerala,
supported and guided by the GVN and the IHV, through in
particular, Dr. Pillai; William Hall, MD, PhD, GVN Co-Founder,
Board of Directors member, and Director of the Center of
Excellence at University College Dublin; and Shyam Kottilil,
MBBS, PhD, Director of Clinical
Care and Research at the IHV and
GVN Senior Advisor; established the
Institute of Advanced Virology (IAV)
in the Bio 360 Life Sciences Park in
Thonnakkal, Trivandrum. Dr. Hall
has been instrumental in working
with IAV to garner its GVN Affiliate
status through two GVN Centers
of Excellence including Hokkaido
Shyam Kottilil, MBBS, PhD
University (HU), Sapporo, Japan and
University College, Dublin (UCD), Ireland.

Dr. Gallo said, “I hope that the people of India will find the
book useful and informative as an example of how medical
science is advanced, by my group and the people me and
www.ihv.org 			
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Aided by GVN and IHV, Kerala, India Celebrates
Major Milestones to Advance Virus Research
Dr. Hall said, “I have been to IAV twice,
and am pleased that the appointment
of the new Director, with external
guidance from Shyam Kottilil and
myself, and the new Director’s
recruitment of seven well-trained
scientists, positions IAV to be very
successful as it grows. We hope
to initiate international training
programs in the near future.”
Dr. Vahlne and Ms. Samaranayake toured
IAV’s modern laboratories that focus on
research, diagnosis, and management
of emerging and re-emerging infectious
viral diseases. They saw construction
for additional buildings to grow IAV’s
basic science and translational research
capacity and to position IAV as a larger
part of the global effort to prevent and
control viral infections.
“To think, IAV was an idea back in
2014 when Dr. Gallo and I first visited,
and to see all that our colleagues in
both the public and private sector
have accomplished in eight years,
and counting, is an impressive feat,”
said Ms. Samaranayake. “We also
appreciated meeting government
officials, such as the Honorable Chief
Minister Shri. Pinarayi Vijayan, and
supporting earnest efforts to advance
science in India.”

Chairman and Managing Director of
Aster DM Healthcare, which he founded
in 1987 and is a publicly traded Indian
conglomerate health care provider. Dr.
Moopen previously donated $100K
to the GVN and was a GVN Board of
Directors member.
When Dr. Vahlne and Ms. Samaranayake
visited the 40-acre waterfront campus
in August, they found the hospital to
not just be a vital hub for public health
in the region, but a significant employer
serving more than 2,500 patients a day
in the new facilities spanning several
buildings. Dr. Vahlne keynoted the
inauguration of the grand opening of
AsterMed City’s Center for Advanced
Diagnostics and Research with
“Preparing for the Next Pandemic.”
Said Dr. Vahlne, “Many things went
wrong from the start in the ongoing
COVID pandemic and unfortunately

my country Sweden, as compared to
our neighboring Nordic countries,
is a compelling example of this.
The strategy a country will take
the first days or maybe weeks in
a new pandemic will decide the
outcome. Before one knows how the
pathogen is transmitted, how to treat
the disease and before medicines
and vaccines are developed, a
precautionary principle should
prevail, e.g., a respiratory disease
should be considered to be aerosol
and asymptomatically transmitted
until proven otherwise. Hopefully we
will have learned till next time, but I
am not over optimistic.”
As AsterMed City continues to grow,
with leadership from Dr. Moopen
and Dr. Warrier, the IHV and GVN will
potentially collaborate and work to
advance medical science.

AsterMed City, Kochi, Kerala,
India
During Dr. Gallo’s 2014 AsterMed City
visit, Dr. Gallo and Ms. Samaranayake
toured sizable empty buildings and
heard about plans from the head of
infectious diseases, Anup Warrier, DNB
(Med), CIC, CTH, FRCP, FIDSA, MBBS, for
a multi-specialty hospital in Kochi. They
also met with Azad Moopen, MBBS, MD,
Dr. Gallo during his virtual lecture
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Six-Country African Study Showed COVID-19 can be Dangerous in Pregnancy

Last summer a study involving hospitalized women in six
African countries from the University of Maryland School of
Medicine’s (UMSOM) Institute of Human Virology (IHV) showed
that pregnant women with SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes
COVID-19, had double the risk of being admitted to the
intensive care unit (ICU) and four-times the risk of dying inhospital than pregnant women who did not have COVID-19.
The researchers stated that their findings suggest that women
who are pregnant or may become pregnant should avoid
getting COVID-19 and protect themselves as best as they can
with available vaccines.
The findings were published in June in the Clinical Infectious
Diseases journal, along with an accompanying viewpoint.
“If the mother does not do well, then
the baby does not do well either. As we
do not yet have vaccines for babies less
than six months old, pregnant women
should get the vaccine to protect
their unborn children and newborns,”
said Nadia Sam-Agudu, MD, Associate
Professor of Pediatrics, Senior Technical
Advisor for Pediatric and Adolescent
Nadia Sam-Agudu, MD
HIV in the Division of Epidemiology and
Prevention at UMSOM’s IHV, and International Senior Technical
Advisor of Pediatric and Adolescent HIV at the Institute of
Human Virology-Nigeria.
Dr. Sam-Agudu added that currently available evidence shows
that COVID-19 vaccines indicated for use in pregnancy are
safe, and emerging data show that they provide protection for
newborns as well as mothers.
The study was conducted by the African Forum for Research
and Education in Health (AFREhealth) Research Collaboration
on COVID-19 and Pregnancy. The study examined data on
1,315 women hospitalized in Ghana, Nigeria, Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Uganda, Kenya, and South Africa,
including 510 pregnant women with COVID-19, 403 nonpregnant women with COVID-19, and 402 pregnant women
without COVID-19.
Women with other risk factors such as diabetes, HIV, history
of tuberculosis, or sickle cell disease were at greater risk
www.ihv.org 			

for severe COVID-19. About 32% of pregnant women with
COVID-19 needed in-hospital oxygen therapy compared
to 16% of pregnant women without COVID-19. Some 19%
of pregnant women with COVID-19 were admitted to the
ICU, compared to 6% of pregnant women who did not have
COVID-19. Among the women hospitalized with COVID-19,
10% of those who were pregnant died compared to the 5%
that were not pregnant.
“I would like to appeal to healthcare providers to consider
the data with respect to vaccine safety for pregnant
women, and to counsel women to help them consider the
vaccine in light of the consequences of COVID-19,” said Dr.
Sam-Agudu. “Knowing that we have tools to prevent this
disease from progressing, we should be more intentional,
educational, and supportive about vaccination in
pregnancy, so that pregnant women or women who plan
to become pregnant can access and receive vaccines.”
Overall, COVID-19 vaccination rates remain much lower
in Africa compared to much of the rest of the world. As of
last summer, with the exception of a few, full vaccination
rates in African countries did not top 40%. According to the
researchers, COVID-19 vaccination rates are likely to be much
lower among pregnant women in these settings.
African countries still contend with low and inconsistent
COVID-19 vaccine supplies, largely due to persistent inequity
in access to global vaccine supply and manufacturing. Experts
remain concerned that vaccine demand and acceptance may
wane, and vaccine apathy may set in, as inconsistent access
and supply persist.
“This study furthers confirms that
pregnant women face special risks
and potential complications from
COVID-19,” said Man Charurat, PhD,
MHS, Professor of Medicine, Division
Director of Epidemiology and Prevention,
Director of the Center for International
Health, Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb)
at UMSOM’s IHV. “Public health experts
Man Charurat, PhD, MHS
and physicians need to make more
effort to solve the problem of vaccine inequity
in Africa.”
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THRIVE Steps Up in the Community to Treat Monkeypox—Once again, the Institute of
Human Virology’s (IHV) THRIVE program’s health care workers and staff have gone above and
beyond to help the community battle its next simmering outbreak—monkeypox.
When monkeypox cases first reached the U.S. in May, patients
initially didn’t know where to go or what to do if they were
exposed or had symptoms. In the beginning, monkeypox
treatments and vaccines were in short supply, and it was
difficult for physicians to figure out the process for how to
get these resources to their patients.
The THRIVE (Together, Healing, Reaching, Inspiring to
achieve Victory over illness, and Embrace life) program is
IHV’s primary care and specialty practice for people living
with HIV/AIDS. Yet, their health care teams seem to heed
the call anytime there is a new neighborhood illness that
disproportionally affects the individuals in their care, as was
the case with COVID and now for monkeypox.
Monkeypox is a virus that causes flu-like symptoms and a
rash similar to the blisters and sores formed by smallpox that
typically lasts two to four weeks. It’s primarily spread through
skin-to-skin contact and is a sexually-associated infection. So
far, there have been more than 73,000 cases of monkeypox
across 109 countries in the world. Approximately 95-98% of
cases are in gay and bisexual men who have sex with men.
“THRIVE stepped up because we
have the expertise and compassion
for treating marginalized groups,
including men who have sex with
men, who this next outbreak
is mostly affecting,” said Sarah
Schmalzle, MD, Associate Professor of
Medicine and Medical Director of the
THRIVE program at the University of
Sarah Schmalzle, MD
Maryland School of Medicine’s IHV in
the Division of Clinical Care and Research.
Fortunately, unlike the hushed tones of the HIV/AIDS
pandemic of the 1980s, people aren’t afraid or reluctant to
talk about monkeypox per se, but that doesn’t mean stigma
doesn’t play a role in public health communications in
this outbreak
8

“It’s a tricky situation. In trying to avoid stigmatizing
people, the messaging has advertised monkeypox to the
general public as something that could affect anyone
versus more accurately talking about it as something
primarily affecting gay or bisexual men who have sex
with men,” said Dr. Schmalzle. “We should be honest about
it and highlight the needs of the population at real risk.”
If someone has been exposed or has symptoms, they would
call the THRIVE clinic and make an appointment. The first
visit uses telemedicine in a video format.
“We see what their risks are,
symptoms and history to see if
they are a candidate for testing
and treatment, and we’ll go from
there,” said Judith Lee, NP, a nurse
practitioner with the THRIVE program.
“If the symptoms are consistent
with what we’ve been seeing,
lesions that look like monkeypox
Judith Lee, NP
lesions, fever, chills, body aches,
and rectal pain, then we can start treatment even before
the person tests positive.”
The anti-viral medication
Tecovirimat, known as
TPOXX, is the current
treatment used for
monkeypox.
The people most at-risk
for complications from
monkeypox are young
children, pregnant or
breastfeeding mothers, people with certain skin conditions,
or with weakened immune systems, such as those
undergoing cancer treatment or with untreated
HIV infections.
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Department to have TPOXX on site, eliminating the prior
delays in getting it to patients. They’re also now one of
several sites to be given the monkeypox vaccine (Jynneos)
to vaccinate their patients directly. THRIVE and their sistercommunity program, IHV’s the JACQUES Initiative, are
working together to get the word out that vaccination is
now available to the patients most at risk for monkeypox.
THRIVE staff examine a patient

A U.K. study showed that about half of people testing
positive for monkeypox also tested positive for another
untreated sexually transmitted infection (STI). Because of
this data and to ensure their patients get complete care,
THRIVE providers test people with suspected monkeypox
cases for other STIs, as well.
“There may be a person
in the community who
wasn’t our patient before
but comes in for testing for
monkeypox not realizing
they have HIV or that
they are at high risk for
HIV. While they are here,
we can get them started
on HIV antiviral drugs or
offer them PrEP to reduce
their chances of getting
HIV in the future,” says
Ms. Lee. “This may be an opportunity to help people in
the community at high risk for STIs, but who don’t get
typical access to health care to begin with.”
As such, THRIVE is offering sexual health and prevention
visits to anyone concerned that they have, or are at risk for,
monkeypox.
Thus far, THRIVE has evaluated 40-50 people for monkeypox,
and has treated about 25 cases in the community. As THRIVE
was one of the few health care practices in Baltimore to
quickly launch monkeypox testing, they worked with the
Maryland Department of Health and Baltimore City Health
www.ihv.org 			

“There is not only deep clinical
expertise to provide complicated
diagnostics and treatments that
are needed for new viral epidemics
like COVID and now monkeypox
at THRIVE, but also real passion to
provide that care,” said Anthony
Amoroso, MD, Professor of
Anthony Amoroso, MD
Medicine and Director of the Clinical
Innovations Program in the Division of Clinical Care and
Research at UMSOM’s IHV. “The THRIVE team is excellent,
and we are proud that the IHV through THRIVE and the
JACQUES Initiative continue to be a trusted providers in
our community.”

Monkeypox virus

Visual examples of
monkeypox rash from
the CDC website.
Photo credit:
NHS England High
Consequence
Infectious Diseases
Network
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Using Viruses to Combat Prosthetic Joint Infections
Researchers are Developing Promising Solutions to Bacterial Biofilms and Antibiotic Resistance
Bacteria are becoming increasingly resistant to antibiotics.
While several factors over many decades contributed to this
dilemma, such as physician overprescribing, patients not
taking their full course of pills, and even overuse in animals
raised for food, one thing is clear: without new antibiotics
or other creative solutions to treating infections, people
will once again die from infections that were once easily
treatable.
Infections that develop
in or around prosthetic
joint replacements are
particularly difficult to
treat. The bacteria that
cause these infections can
form biofilms that behave
as a barrier preventing
antibiotics from interacting
with the infected tissues
and joint replacement
surfaces which allows the
infection to fester. Once
antibiotics fail, physicians
James Doub, MD
must surgically remove
the prosthetic joint and scrape away infected tissues. This
causes patients to have significant disability in that they are
often left without a permanent joint for many months and
complications such as bleeding and bones fractures can
commonly occur during joint removal. Unfortunately, the
five-year survival rates of these kinds of infections rival that
of most cancers. As well, prosthetic joint infections cost the
U.S. health care system well over $2 billion annually.
One researcher at the University of Maryland School of
Medicine’s (UMSOM) Institute of Human Virology (IHV),
James Doub, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine in IHV’s
Division of Clinical Care and Research, is tackling this
problem by developing a therapy using viruses that infect
and kill bacteria in these prosthetic joint infections. These
viruses that infect bacteria, called bacteriophages or phages
for short, are found almost everywhere in the environment
from the dirt to seawater, basically anywhere bacteria are
found.
Dr. Doub is one of a handful of researchers in the world
developing these therapies. So far, he has treated 11 patients
10

X-ray of a prosthetic joint infection from Antibiotics 2020, 9(5), 241;
https://doi.org/10.3390/antibiotics9050241

with prosthetic joint infections through the U.S. Food & Drug
Administration’s (FDA) expanded access pathway. A paper
reporting these findings was published in August in Clinical
Infectious Diseases.
“I started using phages to help treat patients that
had end-of-the-road cases. These patients had tried
all available antibiotics options and had undergone
multiple surgeries, and they wanted to try a last-ditcheffort before undergoing amputation. These patients
just wanted to be able to walk again and live functional
lives,” said Dr. Doub. “Our early successes show that this is
a promising therapy.”
For each patient, he figures out the kind of bacteria that is
causing each infection. If more than one bacteria type is
found, then the patient isn’t a candidate for phage therapy.
Then, Dr. Doub sends the bacteria sample to his collaborators
to be tested against various libraries of phages to find a
phage that can kill the bacteria from the infection. His
collaborators include researchers from Yale University and
University of Pittsburgh and the companies Adaptive Phage
Therapeutics (Gaithersburg, MD) and PhagoMed (Austria).
It typically takes four to seven days to screen for an effective
phage before they send him tubes each containing billions of
phages. During surgery to remove damaged, infected tissue
over the prosthetic, Dr. Doub applies phages directly onto the
infection and into the joint. The patient also gets intravenous
(IV) phage therapy after the surgery. For especially hard to
treat cases, the orthopedic surgeon implants catheters in the
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joint, so he can apply phages directly
to the infection on a daily basis.
“This research is using cutting
edge technology for saving limbs
when prosthetic joints are infected
with resistant bacteria. Dr. Doub’s
research has already provided hope
for several of our patients,” said
Shyam Kottilil, MBBS, PhD, Professor
of Medicine, Director of the Division of
Clinical Care and Research. “Dr. Doub
is expanding bacteriophage therapy
to other diseases and conditions,
which is quite remarkable and
resourceful for many of our
patients.”
Dr. Doub said that right now, given
the U.S. FDA regulations, he is only
able to treat the sickest patients, so
patients may have improved outcomes
if he could try the therapy earlier in
the course of the infection. However,
when trying new therapies, it’s typical
that the agencies who regulate and

fund these kinds of studies have the
researchers first show a response in
a patient group that has no other
options before they will be allowed to
try the therapy on someone not as sick.
“First, we have to figure out a way to
standardize the therapy to get the
best results,” said Dr. Doub. “Then,
we want to make the therapy more
applicable to the general public as
a standard of care and not just for
patients who have no other option.”
However, there are still a few lingering
issues to first clarify to perfect this
therapeutic. Although the bacteria
samples from the infections may look
the same or have the same genetic
background, the environment may
affect whether a phage works or not
for an infection. Bacteria change their
surface proteins and sugars depending
on whether it is floating in the fluid in
the joint or stuck on the surface of the
joint prosthetic or muscle tissue. As

phages use protein receptors on the
outside of the bacteria to gain entry
inside and infect bacteria, certain
phages may be less effective in certain
environments when surface proteins
are altered.
Dr. Doub and his collaborator Ken
Urish, MD, PhD, at the University of
Pittsburgh were recently awarded
a $1.3 million grant from NIH’s
National Institute of Arthritis and
Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases
(NIAMS) to study the sugars on the
surface of Staphylococcus aureus
in these different environments
to determine how they affect the
infectiousness of phages.
“My ultimate goal is to create
effective, reproducible
bacteriophage therapeutics
to reduce disability and death
associated with prosthetic joint
infections, while also eventually
applying our findings to other
biofilm infections and antibioticresistant infections,”
says Dr. Doub.

Graphic depiction of bacteriophages on a bacterial cell

www.ihv.org 			
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IHV Faculty Member Assumes New Position as
Assistant Dean in the Office of Medical Education
"I try to teach with an eye towards innovation,"
said Dr. Devang Patel
If someone had told Devang Patel, MD,
15 years ago that today he would spend
half his time managing coursework,
instructors, and teaching, he would
never have believed them.
“Although we are expected to teach
as residents and fellows, we are
never actually given formal training
in teaching. I didn’t see myself as
someone who would be lecturing
pre-clerkship medical students,”
said Dr. Patel, Associate Professor of
Medicine and Director of Infectious
Diseases Telemedicine & Medical
Education in the University of Maryland
School of Medicine’s (UMSOM) Institute
of Human Virology (IHV) in the Division
of Clinical Care and Research.
Just recently, he was also named
Assistant Dean of the Pre-Clerkship
Curriculum, a UMSOM leadership
position in which he is in charge of
the first two-years of medical school

Dr. Patel teaching Infectious Disease 101

12

education, ensuring 280 medical
students learn through appropriate
coursework and support.
“Development of young future
physicians is an important priority
of IHV’s strategic plan. Over the
past several years, IHV faculty
members, including Dr. Patel, have
spent significant time and effort in
training next generation physicians
globally,” said Shyam Kottilil, MBBS,
PhD, Professor of Medicine, Director
of the Division of Clinical Care and
Research. “The ability to translate
current scientific advancements to
new, young, ambitious doctors is
an art form, which is epitomized by
Dr. Devang Patel and his relentless
efforts.”
Dr. Patel’s responsibilities include
developing, improving, and organizing
the curriculum and ensuring each
course has appropriate instructors.

Devang Patel, MD

In addition, he ensures faculty get
developmental support for learning
how to teach, using best practices, and
improving the quality of their teaching
through feedback from students.
“The Assistant Dean position is
essentially advancing the work that
we started with the new Renaissance
Curriculum two years ago,” said Dr.
Patel.
“Devang is an outstanding teacher
who evolved into an innovative and
engaged course director in the Legacy
Curriculum. When it came time to
create our Renaissance Curriculum,
we naturally called upon Devang and
his skills to lead
the development
of our new and
highly successful
pre-clerkship
curriculum,”
said Donna
Parker, MD,
FACP, Professor
Donna Parker, MD, FACP
of Medicine and
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate
Medical Education at UMSOM. “His
promotion to Assistant Dean is an
acknowledge-ment of his profound
dedication to the education of our
students, his administrative skills,
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teamwork, and collegiality. All of us in the Dean’s Office look
forward to seeing what Devang will continue to achieve as a
medical educator.”
Dr. Patel’s initial teaching experience as faculty began in
Lusaka, Zambia for a year working with the University of
Zambia to develop a residency program in HIV Medicine for
Zambian physicians. He then developed a similar program for
the University of Notre Dame-Port au Prince in Haiti on how to
provide expert HIV care in settings with limited resources.
When back in Baltimore, he trained residents and fellows
during inpatient rounds or outpatient visits and over time
became drawn towards undergraduate medical school
education. Michael S. Donnenberg, MD, who is now a Dean at
the Virginia Commonwealth University, invited Dr. Patel to be
a co-lead on the 10-week course Host Defense and Infectious
Diseases in 2010. In a couple years, he was leading the course.
Then four years ago, the School of Medicine decided to
revamp the medical school curriculum to modernize it and
adopt new learning techniques. The university assembled a
group of innovative, young faculty invested in the program,
who then divided up responsibilities in developing the new
curriculum. The Office of Medical Education expanded to
accommodate this transformational group with unique ideas
in leadership positions.
This is when he took on the position as Director of the PreClerkship Curriculum. In the new curriculum the first-year basic
science material are streamlined to give students more clinical
exposure earlier. The new curriculum teaches 10 courses that
cover each of the body’s systems, as well as 15 embedded
content topics like cancer or infectious diseases, which span
across all of the systems.

Educators of the Renaissance Curriculum

“We give the students the basic knowledge and have them
apply what they know by working in a small group to work
out a problem,” he said. This translates to two hours of lecture
a day, followed by two hours of active learning.
“It’s rewarding to see the students progress through their
training,” said Dr. Patel. “There are people who I worked
with as students who are now faculty.”
The other half of his time is spent doing IHV clinical and
administrative duties. In 2016, he became Chief of Service
for Inpatient HIV and Infectious Diseases. Aside from doing a
certain number of weeks at the University of Maryland Medical
Center, much of his time dealing with education and clinical
duties is intertwined.
Dr. Patel added, “I may get an email or text about a patient
care issue that I need to address at that moment and of
course medical school doesn’t stop when I’m on service.”

“Listening to a lecture isn’t the best way to learn because
people zone out,” said Dr. Patel. “We try to incorporate
active learning and small groups, understanding that is
how people learn better.”

Active learning is based on the principle that
someone will remember 10% of what they read,
20% of what they hear, 30% of what they see,
70% of what they say, and 90% of what they do.
www.ihv.org 			

Second year students in the lecture hall
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FIRST-OF-ITS-KIND CONFERENCE ON LONG COVID
Evaluated the Public Health Magnitude and Defined A Global Research Roadmap
World Leaders in Science, Healthcare, Academia, Business, and Government
Discussed Issues and Ramifications of Long COVID
In July, a two-day gathering on the ‘Science of Long COVID’
was hosted at the University of Maryland, Baltimore. The
conference was led by the Global Virus Network (GVN), a
coalition of world leading medical virology research centers
co-founded by Robert C. Gallo, MD, The Homer & Martha
Gudelsky Distinguished Professor in Medicine and Co-Founder
and Director of the Institute of Human Virology (IHV) at the
University of Maryland School of Medicine. Dr. Gallo is also the
Chair of the Scientific Leadership Board of the GVN. The firstof-its-kind conference reviewed the wealth of data on long
COVID, constructed a framework to characterize and define
the conditions, and identified the most critical and urgent
areas of research needed to better understand, diagnose, and
treat this developing public health crisis.
“There is no doubt that long COVID has proven to be as
nightmarish as we feared, but what we heard over the past
two days reassured us that our colleagues from the global
scientific community are ready to come together to rise to
the challenge. To do that effectively, the scientists of the
GVN and those who participated in the conference call
upon governments, foundations, and other institutions
worldwide to commit the billions of research dollars
required to address the catastrophe of long COVID,” said
Prof. Christian Bréchot, MD, PhD, GVN President and Associate
Vice President for International Partnerships and Innovation at
the University of South Florida.
Across the globe, nearly half of COVID-19 survivors struggle
with persistent symptoms four months or more after diagnosis,
colloquially called long COVID, and those suffering are referred
to as long haulers. Conference speakers from around the world
14

focused on the vast public health implications of this highly
prevalent condition. During the proceedings, they outlined
approaches to research this complex phenomenon that has
already cost Americans alone an estimated $50 billion annually
in lost income, a data point that could translate to $200 billion
or more of lost income around the globe.
“The prevalence of long COVID is staggering,” said Dr.
Gallo. “Two years into the pandemic, we have concrete
and irrefutable proof from cohort studies following
individuals as they experience a litany of symptoms—
memory problems, relentless fatigue, difficulty breathing,
cardiac concerns, insomnia, and more. What we lacked,
and what this conference achieved, is a data-driven and
scientific baseline that helps scientific, policymaking, and
healthcare stakeholders to understand and approach the
underlying aspects of long COVID and consequently arrive
at a global research framework.”
As part of the process to establish a global research
framework, the conference presented key scientific and clinical
evidence on long COVID’s far-ranging global impact:
y 243 million long COVID cases worldwide with a
disproportionate burden affecting women (49% versus
37% for men); continental differences (Asia 51% of COVID
cases becoming long COVID, Europe 44%, U.S. 31%); and
lasting elevated risk levels among long COVID survivors
for cardiovascular disease and diabetes.
y Striking clinical parallels exist between “COVID-fog”
and “chemo-fog,” with the whole-body inflammation in
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First-of-Its-Kind Conference on
Long COVID (continued)
both causing changes to brain circuitry and cognitive
impairment. Different cytokines—immune hormones that
trigger inflammation and affect immune and other cells in
the body in various ways—may be promising biomarkers,
and even therapeutic targets, to measure long COVID’s
effects in the body and treat long COVID disease.
y Thirty-to-fifty percent of long haulers report
breathlessness and 10-20% report cough. More severe
lingering effects of long COVID on the respiratory system
include damage and scarring of lung tissue. These
changes are not necessarily predicted by the severity
of the disease or whether a patient was hospitalized.
Vaccination has reduced the numbers of individuals with
long COVID respiratory disease, while new COVID variants
show milder effects.
y Risk factors for long COVID include type 2 diabetes,
SARS-CoV-2 RNA in the blood, prior infection with EpsteinBarr virus, microscopic blood clots, protein misfolding,
and both pre-existing and disease-specific autoimmunity.
These associations are most detectable at the time
of diagnosis, emphasizing the need for early disease
measurements to advance understanding.
“Despite the fact that enormous numbers of people are
suffering from persistent symptoms after recovering from
COVID, it’s been very difficult to define a syndrome to even
start to consider how to make a difference. The conference
was a great chance to bring together scientists and
clinicians to brainstorm about the best future approaches,”
said Eric Rubin, MD, PhD, Editor in Chief, New England Journal
of Medicine and Adjunct Professor of Immunology and
Infectious Diseases, Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health.
The GVN is committed to fostering true collaboration among
virologists, medical specialists, governments, and nongovernmental organizations alike to combat long COVID’s
critical threat to international health. The conference wrapped
up with a call to action for governments and funding agencies
to allocate resources to strengthen scientific training and
response mechanisms across these priority focus areas:
y Conduct large scale data analysis on existing group
studies. Bring the scientific community together to
share insights and use artificial intelligence to advance
understanding.
y Acknowledge the effect of time. Research cannot be
relegated to studying the effects of ancestral strains of the
virus prior to the availability of vaccines. Diverse samples
www.ihv.org 			

are needed from patients infected by all subvariants,
segmented by whether or not they were vaccinated or they
had prior infection.
y Transition to interventional clinical trials. A substantial
amount of observational data exists on long COVID,
documenting an effect on different organ systems in
varying degrees of severity for a range of times. Researchers
now must move to understand the risks and benefits
of treatment within those ranges of time and the best
biomarkers to track them. Innovative trial designs will need
to be moved swiftly from early phase studies to large scale
clinical trials.
y Linking people living with long COVID to research.
The GVN recognizes the desperation and frustration of
people living with long COVID and echo their calls for
urgent investment in scientific and clinical research so that
research can inform the design of much-needed clinical
services, identify better diagnostic tests, as well as optimal
models of care, and discover treatment options for long
COVID.
The GVN and the leads of its long COVID Task Force agree
that long COVID is an opportunity to create a cohesive, global
public health response unlike any other historical effort. To
better arm policymakers and decision-makers in prioritizing
funding for research and interventions, the GVN has mapped
out a clinical framework assessing how the virus preys on preexisting conditions and interacts with biological mechanisms,
resulting in clinical manifestations. More than 243 million
people worldwide have or had long COVID. The scientific
pursuit of solutions will require adequate funding and a
continued commitment to information sharing, which is why
the GVN commits to convening regular global conferences to
continue this urgent discussion.
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Dr. Steven Rosenberg Keynotes
IHV’s Greenebaum Annual Lecture
The Sixteenth Annual Marlene and
Stewart Greenebaum Lecture presented
by the Institute of Human Virology (IHV)
at the University of Maryland School of
Medicine hosted guest lecturer, Steven
A. Rosenberg, MD, PhD, Chief of the
Surgery Branch at the National Institute
of Health’s National Cancer Institute
(NCI), this past June in Westminster
Hall, a beautiful historic building in
downtown Baltimore.
The Greenebaum family sponsors IHV’s
series of prominent annual (aside from
the pandemic) Greenebaum lectures
insisting that the keynote speaker be
someone who has made substantial
scientific contributions, while caring for
the betterment of the human condition.
Dr. Rosenberg spoke on “Lymphocytes as
a ‘Living Drug’ for the Immunotherapy of
Cancer.”
Dr. Rosenberg pioneered and developed
the first effective immunotherapies for
patients with advanced cancer. He also

pioneered gene therapy and was the first
to successfully insert foreign genes into
humans. His studies of immunotherapy
have resulted in complete remissions
in patients with metastatic melanoma.
His studies that transferred genetically
modified lymphocytes, white blood
cells of the immune system, in patients
resulted in regression of metastatic
melanoma, sarcomas, and lymphomas.
His current research is aimed at defining
the patients’ immune response to their
cancers. These studies emphasize the
ability of human T-cells to recognize
unique cancer proteins that trigger
immune system responses. He
investigates whether these can be
exploited to develop new kinds of
immunotherapies for treating cancer
patients.
As Chief, Dr. Rosenberg also oversees
the Branch’s extensive clinical program
aimed at translating scientific advances
into effective immunotherapies for

Steven A. Rosenberg, MD, PhD

patients with cancer. He is also a
Professor of Surgery at the Uniformed
Services University of Health Sciences
and the George Washington University
School of Medicine and Health Sciences.
Dr. Rosenberg received his BA and MD
degrees at Johns Hopkins University and
a PhD in Biophysics at Harvard University.
After completing his residency
training in surgery in 1974 at the Peter
Bent Brigham Hospital in Boston,
Massachusetts, Dr. Rosenberg became
the Chief of Surgery at the NCI.

(L to R Back Row) Dave Wilkins, Lishan Su, PhD, Man Charurat, PhD, President Bruce Jarrell, Shyam Kottilil, MBBS, PhD, and Former Dean Albert Reece
(L to R Front Row) Michael Greenebaum, Steven Rosenberg, MD, PhD, Robert Gallo, MD, Isaac Witz, PhD, and Kevin Cullen, MD
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IHV Brings New Postdoctoral Fellow Through
#ScienceforUkraine
support our colleagues in Ukraine and help
them during this time of need. I am pleased
we were able to find a match in Dr. Tetiana
Pozniak through the #ScienceForUkraine
initiative and can utilize her expertise here at
the Institute.”

Dr. Pozniak, her husband, and two daughters

In response to the Russian invasion of Ukraine,
volunteers from the international research
community came together to form the group
#ScienceForUkraine to ensure Ukraine’s scientific
research endures and to aid Ukrainian scientists in
finding international research positions. The Global
Virus Network (GVN) joined in these efforts calling
on its member institutions, including the Institute
of Human Virology (IHV) at the University of
Maryland School of Medicine (UMSOM), to promote
the initiative and offer research opportunities to
Ukrainian researchers. As such, IHV established
three funded positions to host Ukrainian researchers
directly affected by the Russian invasion.
It was through these efforts supported by the IHV
Director’s office that Tetiana Pozniak, PhD, came
to the IHV in October as a Postdoctoral Fellow in
the laboratory of Shyam Kottilil, MBBS, PhD,
Professor of Medicine, Director of the Division of
Clinical Care and Research, at UMSOM’s IHV.
“We, scientists, are motivated by the
fundamental tenet of medicine ‘to do no
harm’ and are dedicated to honoring the
sanctity of life irrespective of culture,
ethnicity, nationality, or race,” said Robert
C. Gallo, MD, the Homer & Martha Gudelsky
Distinguished Professor in Medicine at UMSOM,
Co-Founder and Director of the UMSOM’s IHV, and
Co-Founder and Chair of the Scientific Leadership
Board of the GVN. “This is why I joined my
colleagues in the GVN in denouncing Putin’s
war on Ukraine. Our hearts go out to all
Ukrainians, and we, as scientists, want to
www.ihv.org 			

Dr. Pozniak was born and raised in Ukraine, Kyiv and
attended Taras Shevchenko National University of
Kyiv for her undergraduate and master’s degree with
honors. She received a PhD in Biological Sciences
in 2012 at the Palladin Institute of Biochemistry of
National Academy Ukrainian Sciences.
Her husband is a musical composer and sound
artist and a Belarusian citizen, who writes music
in the Belarusian language to preserve the culture
and heritage of the country. The borders between
Belarus and Ukraine have been closed since the start
of the war. Because of these wartime politics and
the rockets that fly from the Belarusian territory to
her Ukrainian home where her parents, brothers,
and friends still live, it became too difficult for her
and her husband and children. Dr. Pozniak’s parents,
are both chemists with PhDs. Her father is retired,
but her 73-year-old mother still works, when
possible, at times when there is electricity in Kyiv,
the capital city of Ukraine, and the air raid sirens are
turned off.
Prior to joining IHV, Dr. Pozniak held a position
as Head of the Laboratory of Virology and
Biotechnology at the Institute of Biophysics and
Cell at the National Academy Belarusian Science in
Minsk. She had worked at this Institute since 2014,
aside from a hiatus of a few years to focus on caring
for her two daughters ages 7- and 5-years old. At
this laboratory, she worked on virology research
focusing on diagnosis and pathogenesis. Her work
included studying how viral proteins affect their
hosts, defining mechanisms for how viral genes get
turned on, developing new methods to diagnose
viral infections, and advancing new treatments for
human diseases like cancer.
“Many Ukrainian women and children were
forced to leave the country to save their lives,

and the borders are closed to all men. As my
husband has a passport from Belarus and
because much of Europe supports Ukraine, he
would have difficulty finding work,” said Dr.
Pozniak. “After the war started in February of
this year, we decided that we had to change
locations and travel to an independent
country. We understood that this is not an
easy path for us and our children though.”
She applied to several positions with the
#ScienceForUkraine initiative in her field of
study and that is how IHV became aware of her
availability and skillset. In Dr. Kottilil’s laboratory,
she investigates how a therapy for hepatitis B now
in clinical trials impacts immune responses.
“It is important to the understand mechanism
for how a drug effects the immune system in
this case so it’s possible to choose the right
therapy or correct cure strategy. This work
also may help to develop a novel therapeutic
for hepatitis B,” said Dr. Pozniak. “I am excited
to work at the world-famous Institute of
Human Virology”
As for how she is settling into a new city across the
world, she said, “Thankfully, my new colleagues
from IHV always give me any necessary information,
answer all my questions, and have helped me to
adapt.”
Dr. Kottilil said, “The Institute of Human
Virology represents an international family
of scientists working together regardless
of where we are from or what language we
speak. We share our resources and knowledge
to face global challenges caused by diseases
due to existing and emerging viruses.
#ScienceforUkraine is an apt example of how
our community reaches out to support our
fellow virologists at critical times.”
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IHV Adds Distinguished Expert to its Board of Advisors
Merdad Parsey, MD, PhD
Gilead
Dr. Parsey is Gilead’s Chief Medical Officer, responsible for overseeing the
company’s global clinical development and medical affairs organizations.
In his role, he supervises all clinical trials and development operations.
Together with the leadership team, he works to advance clinical
development strategies and programs.
Dr. Parsey joined Gilead in 2019, after serving as Senior Vice President
of Early Clinical Development at Genentech, where he led clinical
development for areas including inflammation, oncology, and infectious
diseases. Prior to Genentech, he served as President and CEO of 3-V
Biosciences (now Sagimet BioSciences), held development roles at
Sepracor, Regeneron, and Merck, and was Assistant Professor of Medicine
and Director of Critical Care Medicine at the New York University School of
Medicine.
He completed his MD and PhD at the University of Maryland, Baltimore, his
residency in Internal Medicine at Stanford University, and his fellowship in
Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine at the University of Colorado.
He is a Director on the Boards of Sagimet BioSciences, Arcus Biosciences,
and the Gilead Foundation.
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IHV leadership meet Dean and Vice Dean of UMSOM—(L to R ) Lishan Su, PhD, Robert C. Gallo, MD, Dean Mark T. Gladwin, MD, Dave Wilkins, Anthony Amoroso, MD,
Man Charurat, PhD, MHS, George K. Lewis, PhD, Vice Dean Christopher P. O’Donnell, PhD, and Shyam Kottilil, MBBS, PhD

IHV Leadership Meets New UMSOM Dean and Newly Appointed Vice Dean
for Research Development and Operations
Last August, leading heart, vascular, and lung physician-scientist Mark T. Gladwin, MD, took the helm as
the new Dean of the University of Maryland School of Medicine (UMSOM) and Vice President for Medical
Affairs. The selection was made following a rigorous national search. Dr. Gladwin was the Jack D. Myers
Distinguished Professor and Chair of the Department of Medicine at the University of Pittsburgh School of
Medicine (UPSOM) and founder of the Pittsburgh Heart, Lung, Blood, and Vascular Medicine Institute. He
now takes the title of the John Z. and Akiko K. Bowers Distinguished Professor.
Christopher P. O’Donnell, PhD, who had led the integration of diverse digital technology learning
initiatives across Pitt Health Sciences, joined Dean Gladwin as part of UMSOM’s senior leadership team as
the new Vice Dean for Research Development and Operations.
The Institute of Human Virology (IHV) leadership and colleagues at the Institute are pleased to welcome
Dean Gladwin and Dr. O’Donnell in their new positions and look forward to continuing to grow the Institute
and UMSOM’s local, national, and international reach.
www.ihv.org 			
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Faculty News
Awards
IHV Faculty Members Honored by Baltimore Business
Journal (BBJ)

Two of the University of Maryland School of Medicine’s (UMSOM)
Institute of Human Virology (IHV) physician researchers were recognized
when the Baltimore Business Journal announced its Leaders in Health
Care Award winners.
Sarah Kattakuzhy, MD, and Elana
Rosenthal, MD, of IHV’s Division of
Clinical Care and Research, received
Leaders in Health Care awards for their
roles in spearheading a community
outreach program for marginalized
members of society. Drs. Kattakuzhy and
Rosenthal also were dual honorees in the
Health Care Outcomes category, which
recognizes contributions made by those
leading a coordinated effort to improve
patient outcomes and community
wellness.
Drs. Kattakuzhy and Rosenthal were
honored at the Baltimore Business
Journal’s Leaders in Health Care event on
Thursday, October 6, at Martin’s Valley
Mansion in Cockeysville, MD.

“My colleagues and I at UMSOM’s
Institute of Human Virology are proud
of Drs. Kattakuzhy and Rosenthal and
their commitment to advance public
health in our local communities,”
said Robert C. Gallo, MD, the Homer &
Martha Gudelsky Distinguished Professor
in Medicine, Co-Founder and Director
of the UMSOM’s IHV, and Co-Founder
and Chair of the Scientific Leadership
Board of the Global Virus Network (GVN).
“Their success extends beyond our
region and impacts the field of clinical
research broadly.”
Drs. Kattakuzhy and Rosenthal hold
leadership roles with the Research
Initiative on Infectious Diseases and
Substance Abuse (RIIS) program within

(L to R) Sarah Kattakuzhy, MD, and
Elana Rosenthal, MD

UMSOM’s IHV. This program serves
members of the community who
typically slip through the healthcare
cracks, including people who inject
drugs, sex workers, transgender
individuals, and people experiencing
homelessness. RIIS’ primary purpose is
to explore the intersection of infections
and substance abuse in marginalized
populations.
Dr. Kattakuzhy, an Associate Professor of
Medicine and the Baltimore RIIS Director,
and Dr. Rosenthal, an Assistant Professor
of Medicine and the Washington, D.C.
RIIS Director, have been involved with the
program since 2014.
“These awards reflect the breadth
of UMSOM’s reach from patient
care in our local community to our
research influencing nationwide
policy guidelines for an international
pandemic,” said Mark T. Gladwin,
MD, Vice President for Medical Affairs
at University of Maryland, Baltimore,
and the John Z. and Akiko K. Bowers
Distinguished Professor and Dean at
UMSOM. “I could not be prouder of the
work performed by our own clinician
researchers in their quest to address
several of the greatest generational
challenges of our time.”

(L to R) Rachel Silk, RN, MPH, Laura Barrett-Nutting, MBA BSN, RN, of the National Clinical Director Consortium,
Bianca Thompson, President of Home Helpers Home Care of Baltimore, Sarah Kattakuzhy, MD, and
Elana Rosenthal, MD
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Led by Drs. Kattakuzhy and Rosenthal,
the RIIS team provides on-site treatment
for infectious diseases such as hepatitis C,
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HIV treatment and prevention,
medications for opioid use disorder,
and gender-affirming hormone
therapy. Patients also can receive harm
reduction services such as needle and
syringe exchange, while engaging with
providers who are non-judgmental
and sympathetic. In addition to
providing care in Greater Baltimore
and Washington D.C., RIIS serves at-risk
populations on the Eastern Shore via a
mobile van.
While providing clinical care is a primary
goal of the RIIS program, research is
also an integral aspect of the initiative.
Through clinical research, RIIS aims to
understand and improve how care is
delivered to marginalized populations.
The team determines gaps in care, and
then plans, implements, and evaluates
delivery methods.
RIIS also has made a positive impact
through the program’s ability to adapt to
the changing needs of the community.
When many people lost access to their
physicians at the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic in 2020, the program assisted
those individuals in receiving routine
care, including HIV medication, and
gender-affirming hormone therapy for
transgender individuals.
“Drs. Kattakuzhy and Rosenthal are
deserving of this award. The business
of health care is taking good care of
patients, especially those who are
marginalized. In this regard, they
both have inspired us all through
their leadership, compassion, and
dedication to the most needed
communities in Maryland,” said
Shyam Kottilil, MBBS, PhD, Professor
of Medicine and Director of UMSOM’s
Institute of Human Virology (IHV)
Division of Clinical Care and Research.

www.ihv.org 			

AIDS Action Baltimore's

35th Anniversary Commemoration
Carla Alexander, MD, FAAHPM

Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine and
Director of Palliative Care for
the Institute of Human Virology
Clinical Programs

Carla was among four people honored at the
35th Anniversary Commemoration of the
AIDS Action Network Baltimore
The event was held on
September 18, 2022

“Top Doctors” in Baltimore Magazine's 2022 Survey

Uzoamaka Eke, MBBS

Shivakumar Narayanan,
MBBS, MD

Devang Patel, MD

David Riedel,
MD, MPH

Patrick Ryscavage, MD

Paul Saleeb, MD

Kathryn Schlaffer, MD

Sarah Schmalzle, MD

Uzoamaka Eke, MBBS, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Shivakumar Narayanan,
MBBS, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Director of Hepatitis Research, Director of
Outpatient Parenteral Antimicrobial Therapy, Devang Patel, MD, Associate Professor
of Medicine, Assistant Dean of the Pre-Clerkship Curriculum, David Riedel, MD,
MPH, Associate Professor of Medicine, Center for International Health, Education, and
Biosecurity Medical Director, Director of the Infectious Disease Fellowship Program,
Patrick Ryscavage, MD, Associate Professor of Medicine, Paul Saleeb, MD, Assistant
Professor of Medicine, Director of Mycobacterial Programs, Kathryn Schlaffer, MD,
Assistant Professor of Medicine, and Sarah Schmalzle, MD, Associate Professor of
Medicine, Medical Director of the THRIVE Program, all members of the THRIVE program
in the Division of Clinical Care and Research, were recognized as “Top Doctors” in
Baltimore Magazine's 2022 Survey.
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Faculty News (continued)
Awards (continued)
Lishan Su, PhD, Invested as the UMSOM Charles Gordon Smith Endowed Professor for HIV Research
Investiture Ceremony Celebrates Donor’s Generosity and Recognizes
Groundbreaking Research in Human Virology
With his 92-year-old
mother watching
via live stream from
the city of Qingdao,
China, and an inperson audience
of friends and
colleagues gathered
in Westminster Hall,
Lishan Su, PhD,
an internationally
prominent virologist
and immunologist
Lishan Su, PhD, and Robert C. Gallo, MD
at the University of
Maryland School of Medicine’s (UMSOM) Institute of Human
Virology (IHV), was invested as the Charles Gordon Smith
Endowed Professor for HIV Research. Dr. Su is a Professor in
the Departments of Pharmacology, and Microbiology and
Immunology at UMSOM’s IHV, who also serves as the Director
of the Division of Virology, Pathogenesis, and Cancer at the
Institute.
Margaret McCarthy, PhD, The James & Carolyn Frenkil
Endowed Dean’s Professor and Chair of the Department of
Pharmacology at UMSOM, served as the host of the event,
along with UMSOM Dean Mark T. Gladwin, MD, Vice President
for Medical Affairs, University of Maryland, Baltimore, and the
John Z. and Akiko K. Bowers Distinguished Professor, who
presided over his first investiture ceremony as Dean.
Among the speakers at the ceremony were Robert C. Gallo,
MD, the Homer & Martha Gudelsky Distinguished Professor
in Medicine, Co-Founder and Director of IHV at UMSOM and
Co-Founder and Chair of the Scientific Leadership Board of
the Global Virus Network, along with Mike McCune, MD, PhD,
head of HIV Frontiers Initiatives at the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation; Yang Liu, PhD, former faculty member, now CEO
and CSO of OncoC4 Incorporated; and Mark Bonyhadi, PhD,
Senior Advisor of Qiming Venture Partners USA.
22

For more than two decades, Dr. Su has focused on studying
several critical areas of immune system responses in human
chronic viral infections, particularly in explaining how HIV
causes AIDS-related diseases. After joining the IHV at UMSOM,
Dr. Su continued his research program to use HIV and hepatitis
B viruses to dissect human immunity and inflammatory
diseases, and to develop antibody and cell-based drugs that
target newly identified immune cells and signaling pathways
to treat human inflammatory diseases, including virus
infections and cancer. For the past 20 years, Dr. Su also has
interacted with U.S. and international biomedical research
institutions and centers by providing advice and evaluating
their progress. He also has trained over 40 postdoc/visiting
scholars and 20 graduate students from eight different
countries.
Charles Gordon Smith of Fort Lauderdale, FL, cemented his
own legacy in the advancement of virological research for
years to come by establishing an endowed professorship
at UMSOM’s IHV that now bears his name. Mr. Smith was a
staff accountant at Price Waterhouse and was described by
friends as very scholarly with multiple degrees, an avid reader,
researcher, and book collector with multiple interests.
In 2001, Mr. Smith had read an article about Dr. Gallo. This
article sparked Mr. Smith’s growing interest in Dr. Gallo’s work
and eventually his desire to fund HIV research at the IHV
through his bequest.
“Charlie was a philanthropist and wanted to help so many,”
noted a close friend of Mr. Smith, who requested anonymity.
“Dr. Gallo had made an impact for Charlie, as much as
Charlie is now making an impact for Dr. Gallo.”
Mr. Smith’s bequest, partially matched by Maryland
E-Nnovation Initiative Fund (MEIF), created the Charles Gordon
Smith Endowed Professorship for HIV Research.
Dean Gladwin underscored Dr. Su’s amazing discovery of
an inflammation pathway that damaged organs in patients
living with HIV. “Using a new tool for research, a mouse
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showed that removing these immune cells during chronic
HIV infection reversed many of the consequences of HIV
infection that occur despite treatment with antivirals.”
Dr. Gallo thanked Dr. McCarthy and the Department of
Pharmacology for their role in the recruitment of Dr. Su, a
scholar in “virology pathogenesis and cancer” at IHV.
Dr. Liu praised Dr. Su as a “rare individual” who has had
significant accomplishments in basic science, virology, and
stem cells. He said that he has known Dr. Su for more than
30 years, and that among his tremendous abilities is that he
“makes people proud of science.” He noted that Dr. Su was
also well-versed in the humanities.

Dean Gladwin speaking at the podium

that has been “humanized” by replacing mouse blood
with human blood stem cells that develop into an entire
human immune system with all the blood cell types, he
[Dr. Su] found a role for a unique type of white blood cell
called plasmacytoid dendritic cells or pDCs, which are our
body’s first line of defense against viruses,” he said. “Dr. Su

Dr. Bonyhadi remembered his time with Dr. Su when they were
office mates, and how Dr. Su was an amazing mentor and team
player.
“I am very humbled by this tremendous honor,” Dr. Su said
to a rousing applause from the audience (and from his mother
in China!).

(L to R) The speakers at the investiture ceremony were Yang Liu, PhD, Mark Bonyhadi, PhD, Dean Mark T. Gladwin, MD, Lishan Su, PhD, Margaret McCarthy, PhD,
Robert C. Gallo, MD, and Mike McCune, MD, PhD
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Faculty News (continued)
Grants (In addition to the two grants in the cover story, here are the additional grants for IHV)
James Doub, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine in the Institute of Human Virology, was awarded
$1.3 million from NIH’s National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases
(NIAMS) with his Co-PI Ken Urish, MD, PhD, at University of Pittsburgh to study “The Role of Teichoic
Acid Glycosylation in Phage Activity and Selection in an Ongoing FDA Phase I/II Clinical Study
of Bacteriophage Therapy in Chronic Periprosthetic Joint Infection.” This project will study how
changes in the sugar content of Staphylococcal aureus’ cell wall impacts bacteriophage (viruses that
kill bacteria) ability to kill bacteria with the ultimate goal being to create effective, reproducible
bacteriophage therapeutics to reduce the disability and death associated with infections in and
around prosthetic joints, while also applying their findings to antibiotic-resistant infections.
James Doub, MD

Man Charurat, PhD, MHS, Director of the Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, Director of Center
for International Health, Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb), Professor of Medicine, was awarded
$3,702,163 for the R01 grant “Synergistic epidemics of non-communicable diseases, stigma, depression,
and material insecurities among sexual and gender minorities living with HIV in Nigeria,” which seeks to
examine population-level clustering of syndemic factors (stigma, depression, material insecurity, use
of multiple substances, intimate partner violence, and police and other violence) and HIV-associated
noncommunicable diseases in sexual and gender minorities living with HIV/AIDS in Nigeria. This project
will provide critical data for informing the development of interventions intended to remedy disparities
in HIV-associated noncommunicable diseases and their outcomes among sexual and gender minorities
in Sub-Saharan Africa and other similar settings.

Man Charurat, PhD, MHS

Krishan Ray, PhD, Associate Professor of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Division of Vaccine
Research, was awarded $386,250 from NIH for the R56 award “Broadly neutralizing antibody
combinations with single virions in HIV+ plasma” to establish in animal models how combinations of
broadly HIV-neutralizing antibodies with different targets can be most effectively used to kill different
HIV variants for developing approaches to prevent or treat HIV infection. This project will uniquely focus
on, and determine, the reactivity of single virions with multiple neutralizing antibodies classes in the lab,
and the data will fill key information gaps in the process of deciding how to best use these neutralizing
antibody combinations for HIV prevention and therapy.
Krishan Ray, PhD

Keynotes
Robert Gallo, MD, The Homer & Martha Gudelsky Distinguished Professor in Medicine;
Co-Founder and Director of the Institute of Human Virology at the University of Maryland School
of Medicine; Co-Founder and Chair of the Scientific Leadership Board of the Global Virus
Network, will present “Deep understanding of HIV pathogenesis may offer new therapeutic
ideas toward a functional cure: the role of elevated IFN-alpha” on Thursday, February 9, 2023,
at the University of Miami Coral Gables Campus. Dr. Gallo is one of seven speakers at the
annual HIV symposium “Science Driving Strategy: Ending the HIV Epidemic” sponsored by
the Miami Center for AIDS Research (CFAR), the HIV/AIDS and Emerging Infectious Disease
Institute (HEIDI), and the Center for HIV and Research in Mental Health (CHARM).
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Publications
Alash’le Abimiku, PhD, Professor of Medicine, and Emily Koech, MD, Associate Professor of Medicine, both of Center for International Health,
Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb), were among the co-authors of “Implementing an intensified mentorship approach towards accelerated
medical laboratory accreditation in 10 counties in Kenya,” which was published in African Journal of Laboratory Medicine in Jul 2022. DOI:
10.4102/ajlm.v11i1.1814
Alash’le Abimiku, PhD, Professor of Medicine, Center for International Health, Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb), and Man Charurat, PhD,
MHS, Director of Ciheb, Professor of Medicine, were among the co-authors of “Evaluation of accuracy and performance of self-reported HIV
and antiretroviral therapy status in the Nigeria AIDS Indicator and Impact Survey (2018),” which was published in PLoS One in Aug 2022. DOI:
10.1371/journal.pone.0273748
James Ahodantin, PhD, Research Associate of Pharmacology, Division of Virology, Pathogenesis, and Cancer, Shyam Kottilil, MBBS, PhD,
Professor of Medicine, Director of the Division of Clinical Care and Research, Guangming Li, PhD, Assistant Professor of Pharmacology, Division
of Virology, Pathogenesis, and Cancer, and Lishan Su, PhD, The Charles Gordon Smith Professor for HIV Research, Director of the Division of
Virology, Pathogenesis, and Cancer (VPC), Interim Director of the Division of Immunotherapy, Professor of Pharmacology, were among the
co-authors of “Type I interferons and TGF-β cooperate to induce liver fibrosis during HIV-1 infection under antiretroviral therapy,” which was
published in Journal of Clinical Investigation Insight in Jul 2022. DOI: 10.1172/jci.insight.152738
Carla Alexander, MD, Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine, Sarah Kattakuzhy, MD, Associate Professor of Medicine, and Elana Rosenthal,
MD, Associate Professor of Medicine, all from the Division of Clinical Care and Research, were among the co-authors of “I got so much on my
plate”: Understanding care discontinuity for HIV and HCV among formerly incarcerated persons,” which was published in Health Services Research
in Sep 2022. DOI: 10.1111/1475-6773.14067
John Baddley, MD, MSPH, Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Bloodstream Infections in
Hematologic Malignancy Patients with Fever and Neutropenia: Are Empirical Antibiotic Therapies in the United States Still Effective?” which was
published in Open Forum Infectious Diseases in May 2022. DOI: 10.1093/ofid/ofac240
John Baddley, MD, MSPH, Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Clinical utility of antifungal
susceptibility testing,” which was published in JAC-Antimicrobial Resistance in Jun 2022. DOI: 10.1093/jacamr/dlac067
John Baddley, MD, MSPH, Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Management of Histoplasmosis by
Infectious Disease Physicians,” which was published in Open Forum Infectious Diseases in Jun 2022. DOI: 10.1093/ofid/ofac313
John Baddley, MD, MSPH, Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “T-cell responses against SARSCoV-2 and its Omicron variant in a patient with B-cell lymphoma after multiple doses of a COVID-19 mRNA vaccine,” which was published in
Journal for Immunotherapy of Cancer in Jul 2022. DOI: 10.1136/jitc-2022-004953
John Baddley, MD, MSPH, Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Kinetics of SARS-CoV-2 antibody
responses pre-COVID-19 and post-COVID-19 convalescent plasma transfusion in patients with severe respiratory failure: an observational casecontrol study,” which was published in Journal of Clinical Pathology in Aug 2022. DOI: 10.1136/jclinpath-2020-207356
John Baddley, MD, MSPH, Professor of Medicine, Shivakumar Narayanan, MBBS, MD, Director of Hepatitis Research, Assistant Professor
of Medicine, and Joel Chua, MD, Associate Professor of Medicine, all of the Division of Clinical Care and Research, as part of the COVID-19
Phase 2 Dose-Ranging Study Team published “Virologic Efficacy of Casirivimab and Imdevimab COVID-19 Antibody Combination in
Outpatients With SARS-CoV-2 Infection: A Phase 2 Dose-Ranging Randomized Clinical Trial” in JAMA Network Open in Aug 2022. DOI: 10.1001/
jamanetworkopen.2022.25411
John Baddley, MD, MSPH, Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Is diagnostic stewardship possible
in solid organ transplantation?,” which was published in Transplant Infectious Disease in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.1111/tid.13899
Cyprien Baribwira, MD, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Pediatrics, Center for International Health, Education, & Biosecurity (Ciheb), was a
co-author of “Acquired HIV drug resistance among adults living with HIV receiving first-line antiretroviral therapy in Rwanda: A cross-sectional
nationally representative survey,” which was published in Antiviral Therapy in Jun 2022. DOI: 10.1177/13596535221102690
Francesca Benedetti, PhD, Research Associate in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, and Davide Zella, PhD, Assistant Professor
of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, both in the Division of Virology, Pathogenesis, and Cancer, were among the co-authors of
“Immunomodulatory and Antiaging Mechanisms of Resveratrol, Rapamycin, and Metformin: Focus on mTOR and AMPK Signaling Networks,”
which was published in Pharmaceuticals (Basel) in Jul 2022. DOI: 10.3390/ph15080912
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Francesca Benedetti, PhD, Research Associate in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, and Davide Zella, PhD, Assistant Professor of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, both in the Division of Virology, Pathogenesis, and Cancer, were among the co-authors of “Gut Microbiota
and COVID-19: Potential Implications for Disease Severity,” which was published in Pathogens in Sep 2022. DOI: 10.3390/pathogens11091050
Ulrike Buchwald, MD, Adjunct Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine, Poonam Mathur, DO, MPH, Assistant Professor of Medicine, and Paul
Saleeb, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine, all of the Division of Clinical Care and Research, were among the co-authors of “Predictors of
in-hospital mortality in a cohort of people living with HIV (PLHIV) admitted to an academic medical intensive care unit from 2009 to 2014: A
retrospective cohort study,” which was published in Medicine (Baltimore) in Jul 2022. DOI: 10.1097/MD.0000000000029750
Cristiana Cairo, PhD, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, was a co-author of “The Association among
Malaria in Pregnancy, Neonatal inflammation, and Neurocognitive Development in a Cohort of Malawian Infants,” which was published in the
American Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.4269/ajtmh.22-0409
Arnaldo Caruso, MD, PhD, Adjunct Professor of Medicine, Division of Virology, Pathogenesis, and Cancer, and Robert Gallo, MD, The Homer &
Martha Gudelsky Distinguished Professor in Medicine, Co-Founder and Director of the Institute of Human Virology, were among the co-authors
of “HIV-1 mutants expressing B-cell clonogenic matrix protein p17 variants are increasing their prevalence worldwide,” which was published in
PNAS in Jun 2022. DOI: 10.1073/pnas.2122050119
Man Charurat, PhD, MHS, Director of the Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, Director of Center for International Health, Education, and
Biosecurity (Ciheb), Professor of Medicine, Kristen Stafford, PhD, MPH, Deputy Director of Ciheb, Associate Professor of Epidemiology and Public
Health, Division of Epidemiology and Public Health, were among the co-authors of “Confluence of crises: COVID-19, “gassings”, blood draws
and the continued importance of community engagement in Zambia,” which was published in Health Promotion Perspectives in May 2022. DOI:
10.34172/hpp.2022.09
Man Charurat, PhD, MHS, Director of the Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, Director of Center for International Health, Education, and
Biosecurity (Ciheb), Professor of Medicine, and Kristen Stafford, MPH, PhD, Deputy Director of Ciheb, Associate Professor of Epidemiology and
Public Health, Division of Epidemiology and Public Health, were among the co-authors of “Mapping HIV prevalence in Nigeria using small area
estimates to develop a targeted HIV intervention strategy,” which was published in PLoS One in Jun 2022. DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0268892
Man Charurat, PhD, MHS, Director of the Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, Director of Center for International Health, Education,
and Biosecurity (Ciheb), Professor of Medicine, Rebecca Nowak, PhD, Assistant Professor of Epidemiology and Public Health, Division of
Epidemiology and Prevention, were among the co-authors of “Associations of gender identity with sexual behaviours, social stigma and sexually
transmitted infections among adults who have sex with men in Abuja and Lagos, Nigeria,” which was published in Journal of the International
AIDS Society in Jul 2022. DOI: 10.1002/jia2.25956
Man Charurat, PhD, MHS, Director of the Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, Director of Center for International Health, Education, and
Biosecurity (Ciheb), Professor of Medicine, Shenghan Lai, MD, MPH, Professor of Epidemiology and Public Health, Division of Epidemiology
and Prevention, and Rebecca Nowak, PhD, Assistant Professor of Epidemiology and Public Health, Division of Epidemiology and Prevention,
were among the co-authors of “Depression and Sexual Stigma are Associated with Cardiometabolic Risk among Sexual and Gender
Minorities Living with HIV in Nigeria,” which was published in Journal of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndromes in Sep 2022. DOI: 10.1097/
QAI.0000000000003096
Man Charurat, PhD, MHS, Director of the Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, Director of Center for International Health, Education,
and Biosecurity (Ciheb), Professor of Medicine, was a co-author of “Age-specific associations with dental caries in HIV-infected, exposed but
uninfected and HIV-unexposed uninfected children in Nigeria,” which was published in BMC Oral Health in Sep 2022. DOI: 10.1186/s12903-02202421-w
Man Charurat, PhD, MHS, Director of the Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, Director of Center for International Health, Education,
and Biosecurity (Ciheb), Professor of Medicine, Kristen Stafford, PhD, MPH, Deputy Director of Ciheb, Associate Professor of Epidemiology
and Public Health, Division of Epidemiology and Public Health, and Marie-Claude Lavoie, PhD, MSc, Assistant Professor of Epidemiology and
Public Health, Ciheb Director of Strategic Information and Evaluation, were among the authors of “Individual and household factors associated
with non-disclosure of positive HIV status in a population-based HIV serosurvey,” which was published in AIDS in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.1097/
QAD.0000000000003404
Man Charurat, PhD, MHS, Director of the Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, Director of Center for International Health, Education, and
Biosecurity (Ciheb), Professor of Medicine, and Kristen Stafford, MPH, PhD, Deputy Director of Ciheb, Associate Professor of Epidemiology and
Public Health, Division of Epidemiology and Public Health, were among the co-authors of “Key Population Size Estimation to Guide HIV Epidemic
Responses in Nigeria: Bayesian Analysis of 3-Source Capture-Recapture Data,” which was published in JMIR Public Health and Surveillance in Oct
2022. DOI: 10.2196/34555
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Joel Chua, MD, Associate Professor of Medicine, Angie Price, DNP, Director of the Clinical Research Unit, Alip Ghosh, PhD, MSc, Research
Associate of Medicine, all of the Division of Clinical Care and Research, and Shyam Kottilil, MBBS, PhD, Professor of Medicine, Director of
the Division of Clinical Care and Research, were among the co-authors of “A Phase 2 open label study of ledipasvir/sofosbuvir for 12 weeks in
subjects with hepatitis B virus infection,” which was published in Journal of Medical Virology in Aug 2022. DOI: 10.1002/jmv.28105
Cassidy Claassen, MD, MPH, Director of Center for International Health, Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb) Global Health Fellowship, Associate
Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Palpebral infection secondary to Cordylobia anthropophaga
larva,” which was published in IDCases in Jul 2022. DOI: 10.1016/j.idcr.2022.e01556
Cassidy Claassen, MD, MPH, Director of Center for International Health, Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb) Global Health Fellowship, Associate
Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, Lottie Hachaambwa, MB ChB, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical
Care and Research, Ciheb, Robb Sheneberger, MD, Assistant Professor of Family Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, Ciheb, MarieClaude Lavoie, PhD, MSc, Assistant Professor of Epidemiology and Public Health, Ciheb Director of Strategic Information and Evaluation, and
Kristen Stafford, PhD, MPH, Deputy Director of Ciheb, Associate Professor of Epidemiology and Public Health, Division of Epidemiology and
Public Health, were among the co-authors of “Reaching transgender populations in Zambia for HIV prevention and linkage to treatment using
community-based service delivery,” which was published in Journal of the International AIDS Society in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.1002/jia2.25995
Cassidy Claassen, MD, MPH, Director of Center for International Health, Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb) Global Health Fellowship, Associate
Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Initial implementation of HIV pre-exposure prophylaxis for
people who are incarcerated in Zambia: a cross-sectional observational study,” which was published in The Lancet HIV in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.1016/
S2352-3018(22)00220-X
Cassidy Claassen, MD, MPH, Director of Center for International Health, Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb) Global Health Fellowship, Associate
Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Facility-based HIV self-testing strategies may substantially and
cost-effectively increase the number of men and youth tested for HIV in Malawi: results from an individual-based mathematical model,” which
was published in Journal of the International AIDS Society in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.1002/jia2.26020
Cassidy Claassen, MD, MPH, Director of Center for International Health, Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb) Global Health Fellowship, Associate
Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, Kristen Stafford, PhD, MPH, Deputy Director of Ciheb, Associate Professor of
Epidemiology and Public Health, Division of Epidemiology and Public Health, Lottie Hachaambwa, MB ChB, Assistant Professor of Medicine,
Division of Clinical Care and Research, Ciheb, David Riedel, MD, MPH, Associate Professor of Medicine, Ciheb Medical Director, Director of the
Infectious Disease Fellowship Program, Division of Clinical Care and Research, were among the co-authors of “Treatment-Experienced Patients
on Third-Line Therapy: A Retrospective Cohort of Treatment Outcomes at the HIV Advanced Treatment Centre, University Teaching Hospital,
Zambia,” which was published in AIDS Research and Human Retroviruses in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.1089/AID.2021.0208
Cassidy Claassen, MD, MPH, Director of Center for International Health, Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb) Global Health Fellowship, Associate
Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, Lottie Hachaambwa, MB ChB, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical
Care and Research, Ciheb, Marie-Claude Lavoie, PhD, MSc, Assistant Professor of Epidemiology and Public Health, Ciheb Director of Strategic
Information and Evaluation, and Robb Sheneberger, MD, Assistant Professor of Family Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, Ciheb,
were among the co-authors of “Peer community health workers improve HIV testing and ART linkage among key populations in Zambia:
retrospective observational results from the Z-CHECK project, 2019-2020,” which was published in the Journal of the International AIDS Society in
Nov 2022. DOI: 10.1002/jia2.26030
James Doub, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Salphage: Salvage
Bacteriophage Therapy for Recalcitrant MRSA Prosthetic Joint Infection,” which was published in Antibiotics (Basel) in May 2022. DOI: 10.3390/
antibiotics11050616
James Doub, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Tuberculosis the great
masquerader,” which was published in IDCases Jun 2022. DOI: 10.1016/j.idcr.2022.e01541
James Doub, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Bacteriophage therapy for
periprosthetic joint infections: Current limitations and research needed to advance this therapeutic,” which was published in Journal of
Orthopaedic Research in Aug 2022. DOI: 10.1002/jor.25432
James Doub, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Experience Using Adjuvant
Bacteriophage Therapy for the Treatment of 10 Recalcitrant Periprosthetic Joint Infections: A Case Series,” which was published in Clinical
Infectious Diseases in Aug 2022. DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciac694
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James Doub, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Retention of Minocycline
Susceptibility When Gram-Positive Periprosthetic Joint Infection Isolates Are Non-Susceptible to Doxycycline,” which was published in Infectious
Disease Reports in Aug 2022. DOI: 10.3390/idr14050069
James Doub, MD, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Salphage: salvage bacteriophage
therapy for a recalcitrant Klebsiella pneumoniae prosthetic shoulder infection - a case report,” which was published in Acta Orthopaedica in Sep
2022. DOI: 10.2340/17453674.2022.4579
Lottie Hachaambwa, MB ChB, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, Center for International Health,
Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb), was a co-author of “Antimicrobial susceptibility and genomic profiling of Salmonella enterica
from bloodstream infections at a tertiary referral hospital in Lusaka, Zambia, 2018-2019,” which was published in IJID Regions in Jun
2022. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijregi.2022.04.003
Alonso Heredia, PhD, Associate Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Humanized mouse models for
preclinical evaluation of HIV cure strategies,” which was published in AIDS Reviews in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.24875/AIDSRev.22000013
Sarah Kattakuzhy, MD, Associate Professor of Medicine, Director of the Research Initiative on Infectious Disease and Substance Use Disorder,
Shyam Kottilil, MBBS, PhD, Professor of Medicine, Director of the Division of Clinical Care and Research, and Elana Rosenthal, MD, Assistant
Professor of Medicine, Co-Director of the DC Partnership for HIV/AIDS Progress Hepatitis Clinical Research Program, all of the Division of Clinical
Care and Research, were among the co-authors of “PrEP Indications and PrEP Knowledge, Access, and Interest Among Individuals With HCV,”
which was published in Open Forum Infectious Diseases in Sep 2022. DOI: 10.1093/ofid/ofac476
Emily Koech, MD, Associate Professor of Medicine, Center for International Health, Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb), Marie-Claude Lavoie,
PhD, MSc, Assistant Professor of Epidemiology and Public Health, Ciheb Director of Strategic Information and Evaluation, were among the
co-authors of “Factors Associated with Retention in HIV Prevention and Treatment Clinical Services Among Female Sex Workers Enrolled in a
Sex Workers’ Outreach Program (SWOP) in Nairobi, Kenya,” which was published in AIDS and Behavior in Sep 2022. DOI: 10.1007/s10461-02203654-0
Shyam Kottilil, MBBS, PhD, Professor of Medicine, Director of the Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “One vaccine to
counter many diseases? Modeling the economics of oral polio vaccine against child mortality and COVID-19,” which was published in Frontiers in
Public Health in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.3389/fpubh.2022.967920
Shyam Kottilil, MBBS, PhD, Professor of Medicine, Director of the Division of Clinical Care and Research, and Poonam Mathur, DO, MPH,
Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, were co-authors of “Immunomodulatory therapies for COVID-19,” which
was published in Frontiers in Medicine (Lausanne) in Aug 2022. DOI: 10.3389/fmed.2022.921452
Hong Lai, PhD, MPH, Associate Professor of Epidemiology and Public Health, Shenghan Lai, MD, MPH, Professor of Epidemiology and
Public Health, both of Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, were among co-authors of “Temporal assessment of lesion morphology on
radiological images beyond lesion volumes-a proof-of-principle study,” which was published in European Radiology in Jun 2022. DOI: 10.1007/
s00330-022-08894-1
Hong Lai, PhD, MPH, Associate Professor of Epidemiology and Public Health, Shenghan Lai, MD, MPH, Professor of Epidemiology and Public
Health, both of Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, were among co-authors of “High-risk Coronary Plaque Regression in Cash-based
Contingency Management Intervention Among Cocaine Users With HIV-associated Subclinical Coronary Atherosclerosis,” which was published
in Journal of Addiction Medicine in Aug 2022. DOI: 10.1097/ADM.0000000000001057
Shenghan Lai, MD, MPH, Professor of Epidemiology and Public Health, Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, was a co-author of “Use
of COVID-19 testing in the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic among cohorts of people at the intersection of drug use and HIV,” which was
published in Drug and Alcohol Dependence in Sep 2022. DOI: 10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2022.109622
Shenghan Lai, MD, MPH, Professor of Epidemiology and Public Health, Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, was a co-author of “Cocaine
use associated gut permeability and microbial translocation in people living with HIV in the Miami Adult Study on HIV (MASH) cohort,” which
was published in PLoS One in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.1371/journal.pone.0275675
George Lewis, PhD, The Robert C. Gallo, MD Endowed Professorship in Translational Medicine, Professor of Microbiology and Immunology,
IHV Deputy Director, Director of the Division of Vaccine Research, was a co-author of “Impact of adjuvants on the biophysical and functional
characteristics of HIV vaccine-elicited antibodies in humans,” which was published in NPJ Vaccines in Aug 2022. DOI: 10.1038/s41541-02200514-9
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George Lewis, PhD, The Robert C. Gallo, MD Endowed Professorship in Translational Medicine, Professor of Microbiology and Immunology,
IHV Deputy Director, Director of the Division of Vaccine Research, was a co-author of “Decoding human-macaque interspecies differences
in Fc-effector functions: The structural basis for CD16-dependent effector function in Rhesus macaques,” which was published in Frontiers in
Immunology in Sep 2022. DOI: 10.3389/fimmu.2022.960411
Mingyue Liu, PhD, Research Associate of Pharmacology, and Xu Wang, PhD, Research Associate of Pharmacology, both of the Division of
Immunotherapy, were among the co-authors of “CD24Fc ameliorates immune-related adverse events while preserving anti-tumor therapeutic
effect,” which was published in Signal Transduction and Targeted Therapy in Jul 2022. DOI: 10.1038/s41392-022-01030-x
Mingyue Liu, PhD, Research Associate of Pharmacology, and Xu Wang, PhD, Research Associate of Pharmacology, both of the Division of
Immunotherapy, were among the co-authors of “CD24-Siglec axis is an innate immune checkpoint against metaflammation and metabolic
disorder,” which was published in Cell Metabolism in Aug 2022. DOI: 10.1016/j.cmet.2022.07.005
Poonam Mathur, DO, MPH, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “The influence of
inflammation on cardiovascular disease in women,” which was published in Frontiers in Global Women’s Health in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.3389/
fgwh.2022.979708
Poonam Mathur, DO, MPH, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “The Impact of
Neocolonialism on India’s COVID-19 Response,” which was published in Annals of Global Health in May 2022. DOI: 10.5334/aogh.3587
Peter Memiah, DrPH, MSc, Associate Professor of Medicine, Director of Continuous Quality Improvement in Center for International Health,
Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb), Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, was a co-author of “Correlates of Sedentary Time Among Children
and Adolescents in Ethiopia: A Cross-Sectional Study,” which was published in Pediatric Exercise Science in Jul 2022. DOI: 10.1123/pes.2021-0077
Peter Memiah, DrPH, MSc, Associate Professor of Medicine, Director of Continuous Quality Improvement in Center for International Health,
Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb), Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, was a co-author of “Association of maternal psychological distress
with children with overweight/obesity in Ethiopia,” which was published in Child: Care, Health, and Development in Sep 2022. DOI: 10.1111/
cch.13057
Peter Memiah, DrPH, MSc, Associate Professor of Medicine, Director of Continuous Quality Improvement in Center for International Health,
Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb), Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, was a co-author of “Integrating Adolescent Mental Health into HIV
Prevention and Treatment Programs: Can Implementation Science Pave the Path Forward?” which was published in AIDS and Behavior in Nov
2022. DOI: 10.1007/s10461-022-03876-2
Heather Nace, MD, Clinical Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Subcutaneous and
Disseminated Infection in a Renal Transplant Patient,” which was published in Clinical Infectious Diseases in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciac757
Shivakumar Narayanan, MBBS, MD, Director of Hepatitis Research, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was
a co-author of “Medication for opioid use disorder at hospital discharge is not associated with intravenous antibiotic completion in post-acute
care facilities,” which was published in Therapeutic Advances in Infectious Disease in Jun 2022. DOI: 10.1177/20499361221103877
Shivakumar Narayanan, MBBS, MD, Director of Hepatitis Research, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research,
was a co-author of “A severe rash with pancytopenia,” which was published in The Lancet Infectious Diseases in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.1016/S14733099(22)00453-4
Rebecca Nowak, PhD, Assistant Professor of Epidemiology and Public Health, Division of Epidemiology and Prevention, was a co-author of
“Incidence and clearance of anal human papillomavirus infection in 16,164 individuals, according to HIV status, gender, and male sexuality: an
international pooled analysis of 34 longitudinal studies,” which was published in Clinical Infectious Diseases in Jul 2022. DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciac581
Chozha Rathinam, Dr rer nat, Associate Professor of Medicine, Division of Virology, Pathogenesis, and Cancer, was a co-author of “Class I PI3K
regulatory subunits control differentiation of dendritic cell subsets and regulate Flt3L mediated signal transduction,” which was published in
Scientific Reports in Jul 2022. DOI: 10.1038/s41598-022-16548-x
Chozha Rathinam, Dr rer nat, Associate Professor of Medicine, Division of Virology, Pathogenesis, and Cancer, was a co-author of “Traumatic
brain injury alters dendritic cell differentiation and distribution in lymphoid and non-lymphoid organs,” which was published in Journal of
Neuroinflammation in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.1186/s12974-022-02609-5
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David Riedel, MD, MPH, Associate Professor of Medicine, Center for International Health, Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb) Medical Director,
Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “ Epidemiology of sexually transmitted infections: trends among patients screened
for sexually transmitted infections in Rwandan health facilities 2014-2020,” which was published in BMC Infectious Diseases in Aug 2022. DOI:
10.1186/s12879-022-07685-9
David Riedel, MD, MPH, Associate Professor of Medicine, Center for International Health, Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb) Medical Director,
Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Cabotegravir-rilpivirine treatment initiation in a nonvirologically suppressed patient,”
which was published in AIDS in Aug 2022. DOI: 10.1097/QAD.0000000000003273
David Riedel, MD, MPH, Associate Professor of Medicine, Center for International Health, Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb) Medical Director,
Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “ Cancer in patients with and without HIV infection in the national cancer registry of
Rwanda,” which was published in AIDS in Sep 2022. DOI: 10.1097/QAD.0000000000003396
Brenna Roth, MD, MPH, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, Center for International Health, Education,
and Biosecurity (Ciheb), was a co-author of “Appreciative inquiry and the co-creation of an evaluation framework for Extension for Community
Healthcare Outcomes (ECHO) implementation: a two-country experience,” which was published in Evaluation and Program Planning in Jun 2022.
DOI: 10.1016/j.evalprogplan.2022.102067
Kapil Saharia, MD, MPH, Associate Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Genetically Modified
Porcine-to-Human Cardiac Xenotransplantation,” which was published in New England Journal of Medicine in Jul 22. DOI: 10.1056/
NEJMoa2201422
Kapil Saharia, MD, MPH, Associate Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, as part of the ACTIV-3/TICO Study Group was
published in “The Association of Baseline Plasma SARS-CoV-2 Nucleocapsid Antigen Level and Outcomes in Patients Hospitalized With COVID-19”
in Annals of Internal Medicine in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.7326/M22-0924
Mohammad Sajadi, MD, Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Determining the SARS-CoV-2
serological immunoassay test performance indices based on the test results frequency distribution,” which was published in Biochemia Medica in
Jun 2022. DOI: 10.11613/BM.2022.020705
Mohammad Sajadi, MD, Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a co-author of “Mucosal and Systemic Responses to
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 Vaccination Determined by Severity of Primary Infection,” which was published in mSphere in
Nov 2022. DOI: 10.1128/msphere.00279-22
Nadia Sam-Agudu, MD, Senior Technical Advisor of Pediatric HIV, Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Epidemiology and Prevention,
was a co-author of “Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) Infection and Pregnancy in Sub-Saharan Africa: A 6-Country
Retrospective Cohort Analysis,” which was published in Clinical Infectious Diseases in Jun 2022. DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciac294
Nadia Sam-Agudu, MD, Senior Technical Advisor of Pediatric HIV, Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Epidemiology and Prevention,
was a co-author of “Advancing the prevention and treatment of HIV in children: priorities for research and development,” which was published in
The Lancet HIV in Jul 2022. DOI: 10.1016/S2352-3018(22)00101-1
Nadia Sam-Agudu, MD, Senior Technical Advisor of Pediatric HIV, Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Epidemiology and Prevention,
was a co-author of “Implementation Science for the Prevention and Treatment of HIV among Adolescents and Young Adults in Sub-Saharan
Africa: A Scoping Review,” which was published in AIDS and Behavior in Aug 2022. DOI: 10.1007/s10461-022-03770-x
Nadia Sam-Agudu, MD, Senior Technical Advisor of Pediatric HIV, Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Epidemiology and Prevention,
was a co-author of “Exploring the why: risk factors for HIV and barriers to sexual and reproductive health service access among adolescents in
Nigeria,” which was published in BMC Health Services Research in Sep 2022. DOI: 10.1186/s12913-022-08551-9
Nadia Sam-Agudu, MD, Senior Technical Advisor of Pediatric HIV, Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Epidemiology and Prevention,
was a co-author of “Intravenous versus oral iron for iron deficiency anaemia in pregnant Nigerian women (IVON): study protocol for a randomised
hybrid effectiveness-implementation trial,” which was published in Trials in Sep 2022. DOI: 10.1186/s13063-022-06690-2
Nadia Sam-Agudu, MD, Senior Technical Advisor of Pediatric HIV, Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Epidemiology and Prevention,
as part of the PADO-HIV 5 participants, was published in “What babies need: accelerating access to current and novel antiretroviral drugs in
neonates through pharmacokinetic studies” in The Lancet HIV in Sep 2022. DOI: 10.1016/S2352-3018(22)00121-7
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Nadia Sam-Agudu, MD, Senior Technical Advisor of Pediatric HIV, Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Epidemiology and Prevention,
was a co-author of “How Do Psychosocial Interventions for Adolescents and Young People Living with HIV Improve Adherence and Viral Load? A
Realist Review,” which was published in Journal of Adolescent Health in Sep 2022. DOI: 10.1016/j.jadohealth.2022.03.020
Nadia Sam-Agudu, MD, Senior Technical Advisor of Pediatric HIV, Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Epidemiology and Prevention,
was a co-author of “Prioritizing Pregnant Women for Coronavirus Disease 2019 Vaccination in African Countries,” which was published in Clinical
Infectious Diseases in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciac362
Nadia Sam-Agudu, MD, Senior Technical Advisor of Pediatric HIV, Associate Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Epidemiology and Prevention,
was a co-author of “Health Equity in Pediatric Drug Development: Translating Aspiration into Operation,” which was published in Therapeutic
Innovation & Regulatory Sciences in Nov 2022. DOI: 10.1007/s43441-022-00410-3
Sarah Schmalzle, MD, Medical Director of the THRIVE program, Associate Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a coauthor of “A Cross-sectional Analysis of Linezolid in Combination with Methadone or Buprenorphine as a Cause of Serotonin Toxicity,” which was
published in Open Forum Infectious Disease in Jul 2022. DOI: 10.1093/ofid/ofac331
Sarah Schmalzle, MD, Medical Director of the THRIVE program, Associate Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Care and Research, was a coauthor of “Clinical course of human monkeypox infection in a renal transplant recipient living with human immunodeficiency virus,” which was
published in Transplant Infectious Disease in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.1111/tid.13975
Kristen Stafford, PhD, MPH, Deputy Director of the Center for International Health, Education, and Biosecurity (Ciheb), Associate Professor of
Epidemiology and Public Health, Division of Epidemiology and Public Health, as part of the UNITY Studies Collaborator Group, was published in
“SARS-CoV-2 infection in Africa: a systematic review and meta-analysis of standardised seroprevalence studies, from January 2020 to December
2021” in BMJ Global Health in Aug 2022. DOI: 10.1136/bmjgh-2022-008793
Lishan Su, PhD, The Charles Gordon Smith Professor for HIV Research, Director of the Division of Virology, Pathogenesis, and Cancer, Interim
Director of the Division of Immunotherapy, Professor of Pharmacology, and was a co-author of “Metabolic modeling of single bronchoalveolar
macrophages reveals regulators of hyperinflammation in COVID-19,” which was published in iScience in Oct 2022. DOI: 10.1016/j.
isci.2022.105319
Lishan Su, PhD, The Charles Gordon Smith Professor for HIV Research, Director of the Division of Virology, Pathogenesis, and Cancer, Interim
Director of the Division of Immunotherapy, Professor of Pharmacology, was a co-author of “Molecular clones of genetically distinct hepatitis
B virus genotypes reveal distinct host and drug treatment responses,” which was published in Journal of Hepatology Reports in Jul 2022. DOI:
10.1016/j.jhepr.2022.100535
Richard Zhao, PhD, Professor of Pathology, Associate Member of the Division of Virology, Pathogenesis, and Cancer, was a co-author of
“Improving Drug Sensitivity of HIV-1 Protease Inhibitors by Restriction of Cellular Efflux System in a Fission Yeast Model,” which was published in
Pathogens in Jul 2022. DOI: 10.3390/pathogens11070804
Richard Zhao, PhD, Professor of Pathology, Associate Member of the Division of Virology, Pathogenesis, and Cancer, was a co-author of “Clinical
evaluation of Sofia Rapid Antigen Assay for detection of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) among emergency
department to hospital admissions,” which was published in Infection Control and Hospital Epidemiology in Aug 2022. DOI: 10.1017/ice.2021.281
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SAVE THE DATE
FOUR SEASONS HOTEL BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 AND FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 2023

